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Understanding where species occur is vital to their conservation. Distribution models of threatened and endangered species, however, are necessarily based on few data and consequently are controversial. In this regard, the data-driven approaches Peterson et al. (2016) attempt promise much and in time may deliver. Unfortunately, they demonstrate how a statistical model can make poor predictions. We used their case study to illustrate some of the advantages of expert-driven approaches in data-poor situations. We identify the limitations of what they term “data-driven approaches,” respond to their criticisms, and suggest improvements.

The IUCN Red List (IUCN 2016) and BirdLife International (2016) attempt global assessments of species’ risk of extinction. Key criteria are the size of a species’ geographical range and anthropogenic threats. The IUCN has assessed 76,000 species, and the process aspires to triple that number by 2020. When it succeeds, it will have assessed approximately 10% of described species and perhaps 1% of all species (Scheffers et al. 2012). Of the assessed terrestrial species, only birds, mammals, and amphibians have been mapped comprehensively.

In previous papers, we developed approaches to assess which species may be at risk of extinction that the IUCN Red List overlooks and identified where such species concentrate. Using these updated lists of species, we provide explicit recommendations for practical conservation actions. In several cases, land purchases for conservation followed our recommendations (Jenkins et al. 2011; Ocampo-Penuela & Pimm 2014). In particular, Harris and Pimm (2008), Schnell et al. (2013a), and Li et al. (2016) show that the existing IUCN range maps contain substantial commission errors—that is, they suggest many species are present outside their known elevational limits, or where habitat no longer exists. The problem is a global one that leads to substantial underestimation of the number of species likely to be at risk of extinction (Ocampo-Peñuela et al. 2016). Further, the IUCN range maps do not report the extent of habitat fragmentation (Schnell et al. 2013a, 2013b).

Peterson et al.’s maps make even greater errors of commission than do IUCN’s and predict a continuous range where habitat is severely fragmented. Both errors could make a species seem of least concern when, in fact, it is at risk.

Peterson et al. suggest abandoning the IUCN maps, recommending instead “data-driven approaches” that depend strictly on models derived from species’ locality data. Such data are few and sometimes unavailable for many threatened species and regions. Their approach would force planners to consider even fewer species than at present. (For any taxonomically comprehensive sets of species for which IUCN has not produced maps but for which abundant locality data are available, their approaches may be warranted.) In contrast, our methods include all species for which there are range maps. We modify maps with data on elevations (90-m scale), forest cover (30-m scale), and protected areas (Alves et al. 2008; Ocampo-Penuela & Pimm 2014; Li & Pimm 2015; Li et al. 2016). These data are freely available and global in extent, and our methods are simple applications of GIS. Whatever the uncertainties in elevational ranges and habitat cover, these are small relative to the
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very large fractions of mapped ranges that are outside known elevational limits and lack habitat. Key aspects and annotations of these methods are in Supporting Information.

Our approach mirrors the National Gap Analysis Program (GAP), active for over 2 decades in the United States (Scott et al. 1993), and similar conservation exercises (e.g., Jennings 2000; Cowling et al. 2003). These and our methods are applicable to many species of conservation concern and are globally practical. Those of Peterson et al.’s may work well only with better-sampled species.

With 171 observations (number in table supplied to us by Peterson et al.), the Black-throated Jay (Cyanolyca pumilio) is a richly documented species relative to many we considered. Closer inspection of these locations on high-resolution imagery in Google Earth confirms that 119 (69%) are in forest (Fig. 1). Remaining locations include 1 in a lake, 3 on mountain summits, and 10 in cities. Much more troubling are those 38 observations (21% of the 171) in areas converted to human use, principally agricultural fields. There is no indication the jay uses such areas. Likely the jays were in forests some unknown distance away or the area was deforested in the past. Considering these points valid records of occurrence greatly expands the modeled range of jay habitats.

Worse yet, Peterson et al.’s points are not spatially independent: 30% of forest points are within 1 km of another point; two-thirds are within 5 km; and 26% are close to El Triunfo, Chiapas. In contrast, few points in agricultural landscapes are close to each other. Clustered records are problematic because they may represent multiple observations from one area frequented by birdwatchers because it affords the best chance of seeing the species. Were one to discount half the forest records as replicates, one would conclude that approximately 60 observations come from forests and 38 come from areas converted to human use. Peterson et al. consider the species to be restricted to “humid montane forests” (as we do), but their model assigns it to many other vegetation types.

All studies of species habitat should take great care to select explanatory variables that represent, as closely as possible, the biological drivers that determine a species’ habitat. Modelers have a propensity to use explanatory variables for the sake of convenience rather than for biological realism. Peterson et al. chose AVHRR images and the NDVI index. The AVHRR was not designed to assess vegetation, and it predicts vegetation classes (and hence a bird’s range) in the wrong locations more than other imagery types (Harris et al. 2005). Moreover, AVHRR is spatially crude (1-km pixel size) relative to the 30-m resolution of Landsat images. In contrast, Harris and Pimm (2008) used a supervised classification of imagery based on field sampling of habitats. At the 1-km scale, even if all the jay locations were accurate, the pixel in which many of them were found would contain substantial fractions of agricultural landscapes. This, too, would predict the jay to be present across a much larger range of vegetation types than those in which it occurs. Overall, Peterson et al.’s map predicts a relatively high probability of the jay’s presence over extensive areas, whereas higher-resolution satellite imagery and our field work suggest this is unlikely (e.g., near Tapachula on the Guatemala–Mexico border) (Fig. 1, area A). (G.H., personal observation).

Most researchers using Maxent ignore the sensitive assumptions that it demands—a key one being systematic sampling (Yackulic et al. 2013). Maxent’s appeal stems from its not requiring absence data, which are not always available. Whatever modeling approach one chooses, absence data can provide insights into the predicted range’s veracity. Compelling absence data are available from eBird (2016). Peterson et al. predict this species in El Salvador near Volcán de Santa Ana (Fig. 1, area B). There are no records of the species there, yet eBird’s checklists from this location include 2 with >130 species and many others with >50 species (eBird 2016). Simply, people survey this area vigorously but do not find the jay.

When Peterson et al. claim IUCN maps are not data driven, they mean IUCN and BirdLife International produce maps from “a variety of published and unpublished data sources” rather than a formal algorithm (BirdLife International 2016). What matters is how well the maps perform. For example, in Fig. 1 nearly all the point observations lie within the polygon that BirdLife International supplies (all within 7 km of it). It represents the boundary within which one expects to see a given species in its habitat. These boundaries are data driven, and for birds BirdLife International uses an open, democratic assessment process that readily solicits and incorporates new data and updates species maps and decisions accordingly—as we do when necessary (Ocampo-Penuela & Pimm 2014). Harris and Pimm (2008) digitized the range maps from Howell and Webb (1995) (no other spatial data were available at the time). We used the latest maps from BirdLife International and IUCN in subsequent publications.

Readily available data on elevations and high-resolution data on forest cover provide the best clues to where habitat remains. Indeed, the higher the resolution of satellite data, the more easily one can assess whether an area contains habitat. Coarse data provide an inadequate guide to where a species might be, as Peterson et al.’s example demonstrates.

Regardless, for the jay and other species, very little habitat remains, and what is left is severely fragmented (Schnell et al. 2013a, 2013b), something else Peterson et al.’s models miss. The proximity of our 2008 predictions to these newly available observations is striking...
(Fig. 1). In contrast, taking the specific locations of the observations literally as grit for models caused Peterson et al. to predict ranges poorly. Peterson et al.’s analyses fail to support their critique of our work. Instead, it illustrates why our approach is useful in a range of practical, data-poor situations in which automated techniques may be more susceptible to sampling bias and poorly resolved data.

Again, what matters is how well the maps predict. How do we move forward? For the few species with many observational data, Peterson et al. could screen and clean these data appropriately, correct for sample bias (Elith & Leathwick 2009), and use appropriate and finer-resolution satellite imagery. One must assess the likelihood that an observation was in a species’ habitat or at some unspecified distance from it, an approach that unavoidably and usefully includes assumptions about the suitability of habitat and the reliability of each record. One might consider exploring outside a species known range when there is a clear absence of any bird records in the suspected areas—as we did for birds in Brazil (Alves et al. 2008) and Colombia (Ocampo-Penuela & Pimm 2014).

At SavingSpecies, our aim is to connect isolated habitat fragments in areas with a high probability of containing the threatened target species we seek to conserve. We do so in close coordination with local conservation groups. We would not invest in areas that Peterson et al.’s methods speculate might contain species of interest but are well outside their known ranges and in habitats natural history suggests are unsuitable.
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